
HEMS Enterprise for Total Asset Management: Cradle to Grave
EQ2’s HEMS Enterprise has always helped numerous Biomed and Facilities departments manage medical 
devices, equipment, and other types of assets with real-time visibility as to any item’s status or by groups 
and sets of assets on tailored dashboards.

In recent years, Imaging, IT, EVS, and Support Services have realized numerous benefits from using the 
cutting-edge HEMS software in managing their departments as well.

Now, HEMS goes a step further and also helps to control costs and improve performance in Supply Chain, 
Procurement, Receiving, Materials Handling, Service Contracts and Vendor Management. Assets and 
contracts can be tracked and monitored from purchase requisition to end of life.

10 Ways the Hospital Benefits……(there are many more) ……

1. Data driven lifecycle management including identification of vendor performance problems and product
    performance shortcomings

2. Clear visibility into expiration and auto-renewal dates on leases, rental agreements and service contracts

3. Responsible or user departments (Biomed, Facilities, Imaging, IT, …) can identify the status of devices 
    (owned, leased, borrowed, etc.) in real-time. This comports with the Joint Commission requirement to   
    know the status of every device in the hospital regardless of ownership
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4. Better preventative maintenance scheduling for specific models based on historical data from across 
    all locations

5. Alerts for warranty expiration and vendor provided update or replacement offers

6. Once ECRI and vendor recalls are received, work orders can be created on all affected devices 
    anywhere in the hospital including multi-facility systems. As appropriate the rental/lease process can be 
    started to replace the affected items.

7. Improved inventory reconciliation by using a mobile device to scan barcodes of asset tags wherever 
    assets are located

8. Visibility into key metrics like purchase price, costs, warranties, total cost of ownership, etc.

9. Compare the purchase price and running costs of similar and same brand assets

10. Aggregate purchases, limit vendors and consolidate orders to realize volume purchasing discounts 
     and lower cost service contracts

HEMS Enterprise……..making your life easier


